According to its own purposes, including survival, the cell reacts to the conditions of its medium. Such a vital phenomenon implies relational energetics. It includes unconscious psychic energy whose regulating model is the Life and Sense archetype. Its relational power could result from a natural algebraic property of extension. This extension can extend any organic magnitude to 4D event. Thus it allows some perception of the extracellular structure variations. This perception applies to moving forces of the cell signaling activators, through psychic energy. This psychical energy includes a potential, the cell attitude or status, and psychic moving forces, or tendencies. Insofar as the psychical potential is sensitive to proton structures, and the psychic moving forces are excitable by electron exchanges, a phase shift between us may occur. Medium stimulation by adequate magnetic fields could modulate this phase shift in a therapeutic direction.
Introduction

The Possible Situation of Psyche in the Cells' Biology
The complex system of communication which manages the coordinated activity of each living cell comprises a cell signaling [1] . Molecular biology has described it according to the model of methodological reductionism.
Inherited from the 20th century, this model explained cell signaling and cell behavior merely through combinations of the molecules' behaviors. Energies which take part in the action themselves are ascribed to molecules, by means of the molecular mechanics models which apply to force fields [2] . Consequently cell signaling is supposed to rely only on molecules having a similar action base and primary equivalent agents. On this basis the components of signaling pathways combine and adapt to control each of all the cellular processes operating in very different space and temporal fields [3] . In that way cells can obey the laws of physics and chemistry. However, comparison between physical analysis of the cellular metabolism's distribution and the equation of black body radiation showed that a physically unknown force must exist to ensure the overall functional stability of the living cell [4] . During the 20th century, the central dogma in biology was that a gene corresponds to a protein and a function. However, this dogma was invalidated once the activity of the enzyme was defined not only by its context, but in a context which only exists with a history [5] . So the explosion of knowledge about multiple kinds of interacttions in cellular signaling overflowed from the ideas inherited from 20th century.
The comprehension of the biological system thus requires turning to other doctrines that reductionism: at the beginning of 21st century, with some holism, Systems biology appeared to establish a more global approach of the natural energy links.
Systems biology endeavors to extend molecular biology. It carries out in a holistic way the integration of the signaling networks into their underlying structure [6] . One of its principles is that remodeling the cell microenvironment can generate a cellular attitude. This attitude is defined according to some bio-availability understood as a drug potency, since the processes are studied only in terms of molecules, and not in terms of energy structures giving a direction through a psyche.
Thus the idea of Systems biology which is to describe the life of a juxtaposition of atoms by only using mathematical tools, poses an ontological problem: according to the Atomism of Democritus [7] , as Lucretius exposed it, soul was material. If so, the atoms of a living system had to contribute to its psyche, which implied some Panpsychism 1 , [8] . According to this materialist theory or according to the other theories of living nature, a natural being cannot live in a world without an animation of relations 2 . The purely mathematical physical description of a living organism is thus ontologycally naive 3 . Quantum Mechanics showed that any moving electron has wave and particle properties. The wave property helps to predict the probability of direction of travel before the electron could be detected as real. Quantum physicists think that, in an electron gun of a TV set, the electron leaves in some kind of limbo, only represented by phantom cohorts. Each of the phantoms explores its own way to the TV screen, but only one electron is actualized on the screen [9] .
In a similar way, Nature Philosophy considers that any living organism is defined through a total shape. It is a set of virtual possibilities of which only one may become real under specific medium and state conditions [10] . Thus the organism could have an imaginary function of each of its possible conformations when confronted with a forthcoming reality. At the living cell scale, this function could be linked to cellular perception. Admitted as topological, cellular perception does not imply the cell as a subject and it thus presents a broad absence of subjecttivity 4 . In this way, the system which manages the activity of the living cell in a given world could be built on the association of a causality order and a sense order: causality order is generally referred to the molecular mechanisms. Sense order refers to an energetics which is the psychic energy of the cell organism.
Energetics takes place between the cell purposes and the medium conditions. Peculiar to the sense order, relation energetics constitutes a terrain where the molecular mechanisms are growing with respect to the causality order.
Sense order is assumed to be modulated by the perception of events. When the conditions of the medium make up a new event, a reaction of the cell system can result, within an elementary psychological process which depends on the cell purposes.
Cellular biology generally supposes that the constant remodeling of signalsomes 5 and signaling networks is due to the variable conditions of the medium. This remodeling could thus result as much from perception accorded to sense order as from physicochemical messages accorded to causality order. What characterizes cellular perception is its translation into an overall energetics which in turn is translated into an architectonic 6 stress. This stress may act in the underlying structure of cell signaling networks. Environmental variables could in this way, indirectly and qualitatively, exert a transcriptional control of genes, in order to adjust the cellular activity. This applies to simple eukaryotes, like yeast [12] . This is also effective for embryonic cells during differentiation stage, when subjected to exposure to a magnetostatic field [13] .
The First Eight Points Relating to the
Cellular Psychology Assumption
Unconscious Psychology
Cellular psychology refers to a cellular unconscious as it has been constituted since the origins of organic life. Within the functional structures inherited during evolution since the protozoan stage, the cellular unconscious takes part in what Jung called the collective unconscious. All humans today share the collective unconscious. Cellular psychology can be cleared from this human collective unconscious, when it relates to cell adaptation in reaction to extracellular medium conditions, (Jung, 1928, [14] ). 1 Panpsychism attributes a mindlike character to all constituents of material things. 2 Through the stimulating vital relation, the least blade of grass lives by having on the one hand a relation with the course of the sun and on the other a relation with the moisture of the nourishing earth. 3 The ontological naivety amounts here to an absence of treatment of the Cartesian aporia. An aporia is a logical dead end, or a radical contradiction. The Cartesian aporia relates to the fact that Descartes tore nature into two, objective matter and all the remainder as subjective, whereas nature, and particularly living nature, proceeds simultaneously with mind and matter. 4 The absence of subjectivity: Freud said that the psychic experiment is never the real external experiment. Jung added that unconscious material is made with imaginative fantasies which lead nevertheless to real effects. It is the same idea with the probability waves of Quantum mechanics: defined on imaginary complex numbers, they nevertheless lead to real probabilities. Consequently the fitted trace of the psychic experiment in the body can accumulate materially, whether on a level of synaptic connections or a more general cellular level, becoming an objective trace [11] .
up from the archetypes 7 . Cellular unconscious was thus constituted from a fundamental archetype which is the the Life archetype. However, on a human scale, the Life archetype is called the anima, and anima seems stripped of wisdom. This could give reason to Schopenhauer, (1819, [18] ), who wrote about the absurdity, stripped of sense, of the Will to live, (der Wille zum leben). But Jung observed that the young chaotic eruptions of anima can also fasten on to a hidden wisdom. With the maturity of human beings this hidden wisdom appears more easily. In biological systems stripped of any thought, this hidden wisdom also exists, according to a sense potential. From the definition of archetype, this sense potential can be identified with the image which leads to the form that any living matter existing in a given world tends, (mysteriously), to fulfill. The Life archetype thus conceals a sense potential including some hidden wisdom. In this way, at cellular level, the structural source of cell unconscious may be called the Life and Sense Archetype.
The Image as an Envelopment
On the one hand basic physiological processes can generally be described in terms of real numbers because they do not have any psychic quality. On the other hand the life of any organism, including the cell life, is indissociable from the psyche. Cellular life could particularly relate to psyche through the identity of sense and unconscious image. This identity is such that when an image is formed, sense is clarified [19] . But this kind of image is not an image like the representation images which are formed in the brains of animals or men.
This kind of image is like an envelopment which gives a directed sense to biological action. This envelopment results from a cellular perception in reaction to the conditions in the medium. Perception may contribute to an "image" that translates into an overall trend & orientation stress exerted on the real biological magnitudes. Its description by means of abstractions may be brought close to the concept of directed magnitude which is inherent in complex numbers, as it will be shown further on.
The envelopment also corresponds to a sense contribution which can be a direction contribution. It is just like the mathematician's Analysis situs 8 which makes it possible to bring out a sense, making it possible to solve certain equations.
So the psyche of organic life is a kind of imagination of relations which is translated into relation energetics. Thus it cannot be described merely with real numbers but depicted with an equivalent of complex numbers, probably associated with an equivalent of the mathematical Analysis situs.
The Bodily Unconscious
Cellular psyche cannot by itself include subjective evaluations based on affects, feelings or thoughts, because its nature is only that of a relation energetics.
It is thus epistemologically possible to reduce cellular psyche to the bodily unconscious which tends to envelop and direct the objective magnitudes of the cell's biomaterials, in a manner which is completely stripped of subjective evaluations.
The bodily unconscious, or corporeal unconscious, envelops living matter, and hence the body's cells [22, 23] . It is the complementary side of the psychical unconscious which envelops the human reason:
The collective unconscious is, at human level, all the irrationality which does not coincide with reason and which is around it. It is thus a kind of envelopment which includes two layers. The first one is the personal layer which stops with the earliest infantile reminiscences. Around this is the second one. It is the collective layer which includes the pre-infantile time, i.e. the ancestral experiment.
The certainty that bodily unconscious is really the most physical part of collective unconscious is based on the antique concept of the Great Mother which in fact is derived from the Life archetype. The Great Mother is the archetype principle of the world's matter [24] . She was supposed to offer an invigorating experience to the live individual who could achieve a direct vibratory relation with her. But his archetype principle is preexistent to human life. According to this principle it is since the origin of life that the Life archetype constituted the bodily unconscious which applies today to cellular psychology. 7 The archetype, according to Jung, is not a primal image. It is rather the beginning of the type which is used as model. It is thus a virtuality whose power is to preform perceptive experience. It is thus also a propensity, (an inclination), always to reproduce the same things. It is thus a print, printed many times, of the subjective reactions. But more than simple prints of experiences, archetypes behave as energetic force centers because they operate according to tendencies which urge the subject to renew the same experiments. This idea agrees with a strong idea of the philosopher Bergson, according to which living matter, and thus the cell itself, is a center of biological forces, [16] . By applying to it the Jung concept, this biological force field tends to be stressed and oriented by a higher psychic force center, i.e. an archetype, associated with a form: on all scales, archetype is the principle of the form a drive surge will take on. Each instinct takes on a situation form by filling an image which has fixed properties, [17] . At the physiological instinct scale, archetype, this collective dominant, takes roots directly in material organism. Archetype is a fact of existence which is based on the particularities, (specific characteristics), of the organized living systems themselves. 8 Analysis situs, situation analysis, is a mathematical tool of topological nature, also known as general topology. For his inventor, Henri Poincaré, (1890, [20, 21] ) supported by the work of Leibniz of 1679, (relating to the collections of related mathematical objects called varieties), the goal was to allow, by a kind of logical envelopment (resulting from non-Euclidean geometry with complex functions), the release a sense, (resulting from singular points of enveloping surfaces), in order thus to contribute to the solution of differential equations having no traditional analytical solutions.
It is assumed that bodily unconscious includes the animated life which is oriented and delimited by the inhabited environment. At cell level it translates into a sense order which ensures, through causality order, the functional stability of the cellular life.
Sense Order and Causality Order
Cellular psychology relates to the sum of the sense order and causality order. Sense is defined here as the selfsignificance of action or existence in a given world; it is the manner in which the purpose or finality is translated biologically. At cellular scale, sense order brings into play images which are not so much images as a kind of envelopment in which some "simple imagination" could have the main role:
At cell scale, there is neither thought nor representation-image coming to extend the causal mechanics of perception. There is not this subjective soul distinct from the objective living matter of which Descartes said: "It is the soul which sees, not the eye," [25] . It remains nevertheless that Descartes, (in the same text), had an intuition of the "imaginary" device that live cellular matter could use to see its environment: "The distance or depth of an inaccessible item X, that the land-surveyor cannot therefore measure directly, can always be appreciated by him by means of a natural geometry according to a very simple imagination which is an envelopment."
After having torn nature into these two apparently irreconcilable parts that are objective matter in extension and all the remainder described as subjective, Descartes thus had a presentiment of what allows their simultaneous rational existence; it is an envelopment. And while through quantum mechanics causality order should rest on the body of complex numbers, (real + image), through an envelopment principle sense order should rest on a more complex reality, (real + images of situation). In that complex reality, imagination has an enveloping role, by means of a four dimensional, 4D, cell extension which can be depicted by exterior algebra.
The Assignment of Sense
It is stated that a cellular organism living in its world functions with a sense order whose nature is unconscious and non-subjective. Sense order corresponds to "imaginative" psychic energies whose potential can be felt early or late on real forces.
Cellular psyche is thus primarily a vital phenomenon whose support is the non-psychical nature of the medium, [26] . Sense order which is associated with an attitude, a state or a behavior, can thus vary according to the nonpsychic conditions of the medium. Consequently the sense assignment, as it results from the composition of the psychic energy, could be modulated by a change in the external medium structure driving it to a 4D perception. This has been shown as a possible bioeffect while varying the topological structure of the extracellular aqueous medium, by means of magnetic fields or electromagnetic fields [8] .
Sense and Cell Conformation
When things may acquire some sense, this generally translates into a behavior, or an attitude, a change in direction, an orientation in the 4D inhabited space. In the living cell, sense is translated by an orientation of the magnitudes which relate to the functioning, survival, or other purposes of the organism. By an effect of the overall architectonic stress which results, this magnitude orientation generally leads to the making of a form.
The Cell's Psychic Energy as a Relation Energy
The adaptive reaction of the cell to the medium conditions permanently creates a psychic tension which is relation energy. This psychic energy can either be potential and result in an attitude or status, or be present and result in psychic moving forces, or tendency. Jung indicated that it is the attitude which determines whether or not the psychic moving forces [13] are effective. Consequently the brain does not contain memories by itself, as the philosopher Bergson points out [27] , because the psychic energy conformations intervene, [28] .
In a tissue, when cells are in contact and have gap junctions, their relation energy is generally more collective and physically determined by messenger signals.
Psychical Energy of the Cell
The Forsake of the Nervous Energy Concept
After his meeting with Sigmund Freud in 1880, the Austrian physiologist Joseph Breuer came to conceive the nervous system as a reservoir of potential energy, the nervous tension, [29] . This reservoir is filled with energy by excitations, affects, organic pressures, and it empties by motor pathways, appeased emotions and instincts. Breuer observed that nervous energy can be structural or circulatory. Freud then assigned free circulatory nervous energy to unconscious psychic processes and approximately all the remainder to conscious processes, [30] . Thereafter the major and divergent disciple of Freud, Carl Gustav Jung, would forsake nervous energies in favour of the more general concept of psychic energies, [28] . forces or potential conditions. A psychic condition results in a cell attitude. It is this attitude which makes the psychic moving forces which apply to the physical processes effective or not. As present psychic energy is made of moving forces which tend to exert a physiological stress, most unconscious psychic functions can be supported by basic physiological processes which do not a priori have any psychic quality [31] .
Through the moving forces, psyche and matter are stated to be in permanent contact, without the nature of their relation being able to be disentangled with precision. Jung represents this relation as that of two cones whose tops touch and do not touch themselves in a zero point [32] . See Figure 1 . This zero point can evoke either intermolecular empty space or the Static Void which has the static property of action-reaction.
Role of the Negative Reality in the Cell Attitude
The conditions which determine the unconscious potential state are characterized by the being non-being pair [33] . The psychic potential which results in a cell attitude thus depends on a negative reality. This includes the 4D structure of extracellular intermolecular space. It also includes the total form of the cellular organism which is the whole of its non-realized conformational virtualities. This total form in negative form could be linked to genome sequences shown as "useless" [34] . Within Jung's meaning, Energetics forms a complement to the mechanical approach. Jung stated that, because they are indissociable, psychical and biological energies tend to organize with a view to a purpose or an end. In reaction to the medium conditions, this finality is the reason why the cell does have a definite action. This finality which forms the sense of action is temporally anticipated. It goes on according to advanced waves 9 which are inscribed in the cell attitude. 
Libido as Overall Biological Energy
If we admit that a psychic process is a vital process, psychic energy logically forms part of an overall biological energy which includes mind-body relations. This overall biological energy was defined by Jung as libido.
The energy of the cellular psychology is thus included in that of the cellular libido. The vital nature of cellular libido has only the physiological processes as horizon, even if the exact nature of relations between psychical and body processes escapes largely from experiments 10 [35].
The Associated Extensive Character's Role
The philosopher Kant stated that physical energy is an intensive magnitude, because it has a degree of influence on sensors [38] . Current science states that physical energy is an extensive magnitude, because it is proportional to the volume ΔΩ of the element considered. But Jung noticed that energy can also present an associated extensive character if it is able to give a dynamic determination to the phenomenon. Indeed Russian physicist Landau showed in 1937 that, at the time of transitions between phases, an order parameter which is an extensive magnitude intervenes. This magnitude is null in the first phase which is generally most symmetrical and non-null in the following phase, the least symmetrical which becomes the most directed [39] .
In crystals, this order parameter is a complex scalar field which acts as an effective wave function. In psychic energy, the correspondent associated extensive character would be that of a mass whose physical magnitude is that of an imaginary mass [40] .
In wild nature, physical energy changes its form when it follows its slope by producing what is called natural 9 Advanced waves and delayed waves: In contrast, the law of FechnerWeber is a mechanical law of psychobiology. It states that the magnitude of a stimulus must be geometrically increased so that the magnitude of a feeling be arithmetically increased. Compared with a biological action oriented according to advanced waves, this stimulus is physically present according to delayed waves. That is why the law of Fechner-Weber does not apply in energetics-including when it concerns the sense of a physiopathological pain that the patient can evaluate on a visual analogical scale, VAS, of 10 cm. 10 Theories relating to the mind-body relation go back to Aristotle who considered that there are two aspects of the same entity, unlike Descartes who regarded mind and body as separate, and Leibniz who believed in separated aspects, but with processes equipped with parallels. Evaluations of the mind-body relation by experimental psychology hardly contribute to the explanation when using the causal law of Fechner-Weber. On the other hand the existence of a narrow parallel between physical and psychic processes was also justified by the phenomenological conception of philosopher Merleau-Ponty [36] . According to him the mind-body relation is realised every time in the movement of existence when living in a world. Such an aphorism generalizes the philosopher Malebranche's opinion which is that the mind-body relation is realised at the time of action [37] . phenomena. The Jung's idea is that when a form of physical energy associated to a volume ΔΩ changes, the characters of the former form are transferred in a way that libido can perceive. Libido, the overall energy of living matter, can only use the natural laws which apply to physical and chemical energies. So when energy changes its form, an extensive character associated with the former psychic energy form will transfer into the new form of energy. When the libido transfers energy from one form to another, it also transfers characters associated with the former form. At cellular level energy conversions can operate by associating concrete data with a transferred character which becomes equivalent to a symbol. This symbol is needed to act on the Life and sense archetype then causing an "image" production. This image results in a sense clarification of the cell energetics.
Energetics and Sense Contribution
Cellular psychology is an energetics included in libido. It consists of a potential energy which is a psychic condition leading to a cell attitude, and moving forces leading to a tendency. Attitude may be appreciable in a thermodynamic way including entropy 11 , (which means that the cell libido can be as much will to live as will to decline or self-destruct).
Cellular psychology is based upon the reaction of the cell organism to variable conditions of its microenvironment. Biological reaction is carried out in order to counterbalance any influence contrary to an organism's purpose. An influence leading to a darkening of image or to obscuring vital sense is equivalent to a sense loss. Conversely, what allows an adapted attitude of the cell is a sense contribution: When, by means of the archetype, an "image" is formed and "vital sense" is clarified, the sense contribution becomes assigned in terms of psychic energetics, (attitude and moving forces).
Towards a Mathematical Approach to Psychic Energetics
The physics of the 20th century highlighted the fact that light behaves at the same time as a wave and a particle and that it is the same for matter in general. The mathematical unity of this paradox led to abandoning the former Causal mechanics in favour of Quantum mechanics. The latter defined probability wave fields that are encountered only on the body of complex numbers, Cn, and not on the body of positive real numbers, Rn. And the same went for Analysis situs. Since cellular perception and image formation proceed through an envelopment with some organic equivalent of Analysis situs, those psychic energetics principles could be depicted upon an equivalent to the body of complex numbers, with the word complex having the mathematical sense of (real plus imaginary).
The philosophy of Nature of Merleau-Ponty [41] , leads to this idea of the deployment in 4D of the organism's being-envelope 12 on the occasion of each event related to its life and purposes. As 4D means four dimensions, it implies the presence of a temporal thickness joined to the 3D space. That is, the living being present includes its pre-personal history whose memory is recorded in the being's matter, as well as anticipations relating to virtualities inscribed in the total form of its non-being.
This temporal thickness is part of the 4D space inhabited by the cell through its extension property.
Complex Numbers and Sense Order
The Appearance of the Root of Minus 1
In 1545, Jerome Cardan, (mathematician, but also doctor and inventor of the universal joint) published Ars Magna, (The Great Art) [43] . The work is particularly relative to possible means of solving polynomial equations of the 3rd degree. The method which allows it is said to have been invented by a man named Tartaglia, (the Stammerer) 12 The concept of being-envelope of the organism is an essential asset of the philosophy of Nature. A broad description was given by Le Chapellier, (2011, [10] ), around the four following points: 1) The concept of a simple or complex organism allows the Cartesian aporia, to be overcome (see n.3): to logically suture the tear of Nature opened by Cartesian dualism, the mathematician A. N. Whitehead, (1925, [42] ), stated that every natural being has an organism and that any organism presents properties of endurance, stability, and extension.
2) The extension property destroys the idea of simple localization in space-time. It brings into play an extension, or striding over, which differs from the fringe idea which is possibly associated with the exterior differential form of mathematics. It supports the nature of cellular perception because it makes organism have a being-envelope to exist in the world and that in this envelopment events can be presented. 3) Because the being-envelope acts on the sense order at the time of events, a constant modulation of the interior relations within the organism is caused. This constant internal modulation is what ensures both the stability of the organism and its adaptation to the changing world. And this internal modulation is also what allows the organism to be robust and enduring. 4) The extension property also leads to the following idea: the topological structure of the intermolecular vacuum of the extracellular aqueous medium is adjustable by certain physical events. Its perception can involve a modulation of the sense order. Linked to psychic energetics and finality, sense order forms the overall terrain where the causal forces relating to the mechanics of signaling networks grow. While being an enveloping terrain, sense order is structural. Translating psychic energetics, it globally orients the internal relations of the cellular organism, even including epigenetic choices. 11 Entropy measures the energy part of a system that disorder makes unable to provide work. A sense contribution which restructures a reality is thus a negative entropy. 
can be calculated. This discriminant can be positive, null or negative. Its solutions, which can be real or imaginary, often require the use of imaginary numbers based on the root of minus one,  -1 , which can even lead to real solutions. Cardan called these strange and sometimes misleading numbers "sophistical quantities", before Bombelli clearly indicated them as "impossible numbers". Afterwards Descartes proposed into 1637 to call them "imaginary numbers", clearly marked by the sign -1 [44] .
After the English mathematician John Wallis 1685, it was the Danish surveyor Caspar Wessel who in 1799 would give a geometrical interpretation of these imaginary quantities [45] . He did it after the Swiss mathematician Leonard Euler proposed into 1777 to use the notation "i", (i for imaginary), instead of -1 . Euler then stated the equation: i² = -1, starting from i² = -1 × -1 = -1. On the basis of these ideas, the French mathematician Jean-Robert Argand, (1806, [46] ), stated that the operator i = -1 in fact means 1/4 turn rotation, or π/2 rotation. This rotation applies to a real magnitude which becomes an "imaginary quantity". And consequently the quantity i² = -1 must mean 1/2 turn rotation, what is the real magnitude's U-turn. Argand deduced from this that any magnitude which corresponds to what was called an imaginary quantity, (real + image), constitutes in fact a directed magnitude, (a magnitude having an orientation, and thus a sense).
Argand attempted to apply this idea in order to extend to these directed magnitudes the old Euclidean theory of the relationship between simple magnitudes.
The Complex Number, or Directed Magnitude
Thereafter Gauss, (1831, [47] ) introduced the operator "i" instead of -1 , and renamed "imaginary quantities" as "complex numbers", which consist of the sum of a real part a and an imaginary part ib, thus having the form: .
 
a ib  It consequently appeared that any complex number is a magnitude directed by an extension. It is possible to see on the left part of Figure 2 that, in the complex Gauss plane, any complex number corresponds to the effect of a real linear magnitude extended into a surface. This extension is then the cause of a rotation which results in a magnitude orientation.
In the Gauss complex plane which was supposed to correspond to the cognitive plane, each complex number indeed represents a single combination of extension and rotation [48] . But this plane does not correspond to ordinary visible space [49] . A more academic approach to the complex plane of Argan-Gauss is represented in Figure 3 . One can see that the imaginary quantities ib involve extension and rotation of the real quantities a and b which thus become the directed magnitude (r, θ), associated with any point M of the plan:
The number   z a ib   associated with the point M is also a scalar r which is a "modulus" associated with an orientation angle θ. This is written: 
The Problem of Extension into Space
It remains that cellular psychology is concerned with the being-envelope which is an extension of the organism's real magnitudes in 4D space, since it is this that can modulate the sense order by producing oriented magnitudes. The extension of a real magnitude into a 2D surface or a 3D volume is not enough to describe a biologically oriented magnitude. The extension in 4D space equipped with its temporal dimension is needed. In 1813 Argand had tried to extend to the 3D space the directed magnitudes that are complex numbers. But for a long time there were mathematical difficulties in going from extension into 2D surface to extension into 3D volume.
Argand's proposal could be carried out only in 1844, after the revelation 13 that William Hamilton had about quaternions, [50] . The quaternion is like a super-complex number which is written: q = (w + xi + yj + zk). Here w, x, y, z, are real numbers, while i, j and k, are the operators of a direct trihedron and are all similar to -1 . Hamilton thus stated that: i² = j² = k² = −1. The fundamental idea of Hamilton is that a quaternion is a number which comprises a scalar 14 w noted as real, as well as the three coordinates of a vector, xi + yj + zk, noted as imaginary.
The philosopher Hegel, (1817, [51] ), had been struck by Argand's concept of directed magnitude, because this concept seemed apply perfectly to the light ray. But the light ray comprises both a direction in space, according to a vector with three coordinates, and at the same time a scalar quantity, relative to its energy. To be defined on a macroscopic scale, a real ray of light thus required a Hamilton quaternion and not an Argand directed magnitude.
To describe the electromagnetic field, Maxwell, (1873, [52] ), forsook the analytical calculation carried out starting from the Cartesian coordinates method. He preferred to reason on vector spaces. He started from the Hamilton principle according to which each point of the vector field is equipped with a scalar quantity and a direction referred to three coordinates.
This principle more generally applies to form-adoption. Philosopher Simondon, (1962, [53] ), observed over a long time that form-adoption, (that is to say individualtion), requires the association of a scalar potential w, (which is a quantitative energy), and a vector potential V, (which is a germinative structure).
Physical or biological, individuation, as a form-adoption, requires organized rotations of the vector fields relating to forces. The Hamilton method presented limits for a mathematical description of these phenomena. These limits were passed by the use of the extension theory of Grassmann, (1844, [54] ), which provided the bases of vectorial analysis. The Grassmann theory also offers a way to describe the biological magnitude extension and orientation due to the event happening in 4D space.
Grassmann Exterior Algebra and Sense Order
According to Whitehead, (1920, [55] ) and followers, any animated organism has the property of extension. This philosophical concept refers to the mathematical theory of Grassmann that Whitehead himself had explained in details in an algebra treaty [56] . The functioning of cellular psychology with the extension property could thus be explained by using the extension theory of Grassmann. The beauty with which the mathematical structures invented by Grassmann describe the physical world reflect the beauty of nature. This could be because Grassmann's analysis method is in conformity with nature, for several reasons: Firstly Grassmann method is based on a theory of the mathematical forms which held account of the philosophy of nature suggested by Schelling and Hegel [57] . Secondly its method erases the difference 13 Revelation: it was after years of reflexion on this question without finding the right solution that on October 16, 1843, when William R Hamilton and his wife were walking in the proximity of the Royal Channel of Dublin, the unconscious provided him, in an illuminating flash, the perfect answer. Hamilton, grateful, engraved the received answer in the stone of the bridge located near this place.
14 Scalar: this word comes from the English word scale, for: scale of values.
between the analytical and synthetic treatments of geometry. Thirdly its method is fastened to a qualitative consideration of geometry, offering a place to invariants' concept. The exterior algebra of Grassmann which on which contemporary vectorial algebra is based, can also apply to biology: It makes it possible to understand the natural mechanism by which the extension property of organisms acts, so that interior biological magnitudes may become oriented and stressed by an architectonic. But even so the Grassmann theory does not completely satisfy the wish of Leibniz, (1679, [58] ). That wish was to represent to the mind and naturally, although without figures, everything that depends on imagination.
The basic concept in the Grassmann theory is extension. It acts according to a geometrical interpretation of the algebra whose fundamental operation is the exterior product: An algebraic element can be extended by the effect of its exterior product with another element, to form an element of a higher nature.
For example a point A is said to be of grade 1. By its exterior product, point A can be extended with the help of a point B to form the straight line which joins A and B. This line AB is of grade 2 and is antisymmetric, (according to AB = -BA). It can be extended by its exterior product with a point C, the result being the ABC plane which is of grade 3, and so on towards higher space dimensions [59] . Elements created by the exterior product constitute subspaces of the linear space considered.
From a vector x extended while following vector y, the exterior product algebraically results in a bivector, x^y. This bivector geometrically corresponds to the surface of the parallelogram having for sides vectors x and y. Its exterior product by a vector z results in the trivector x^y^z which geometrically corresponds to a parallelepiped. Such a resulting product x^y^z can be regarded as a "Grassmann number".
It can be said to be a hypercomplex number which comprises "a body", (its quantitative scalar) and "a heart", (all the qualitative remainders, including the angles, direction and sense) [60] . From that point, Cartesian aporia which split nature between objective matter and all the remainder may thus be solved by the logic of numbers described according to the Grassmann theory of extension.
When it was applied to organisms living in a world, the Grassmann theory of extension became the Whitehead theory of extension. Mathematician and philosopher Alfred North Whitehead offered a logical description of the extended space which supports the relations from which a vital energetics results [55] . This extension ensures a non-cognitive capture of the aspects of the world for oneself [61] : on the occasion of an event, the cell, (or any more complex organism), reflects larger enveloping models in itself, which may cause modifications in its own being. As can be seen in Figure 4 , the event is depicted as an equivalent of a quadrivector of the Grassman exterior algebra. In this type of x^y^z^t Grassmann number, the duration t, i.e. the temporal thickness, is the primordial line [61] . It is it what confers a "vectorial tonality" on the perception of the event by the living cell [62] .
Grassmann said: "The element which causes extension changes crosses a diversity of states whose overall form constitutes the field of the extensive magnitude. On the other hand the generation of the intensive magnitude provides a continuous series of equal states of which the quantity is precisely the intensive magnitude" [63] . There is thus a contrast between what is equal within the intensive quantities and what is different within the extensive magnitudes. Another contrast exists between discrete molecules and continuous intermolecular space. During the natural process of generation, the dialectic between these contrasts contributes to creating the architectonic system of the organism [64] .
The architectonic of the cell's psychic energy could thus result from a dialectic between the extensive magnitude domain, i.e. the attitude of the cell, and the intensive magnitudes, the moving forces. Physically, the same architectonic could depend on a dialectic between topology relating to discrete molecules themselves, and topology relating to the intermolecular physical vacuum which is a single continuous medium. In this way, from 1900 to 1922, the mathematician Elie Cartan, developed the Grassmann concept relating to the exterior product [65] . He did it in a direction which was applied by Kiehn's theory of Topological Thermodynamics [66, 67] . This theory makes it possible in particular to describe the intermolecular physical vacuum.
According to Kiehn, (2012, [68] ), an initial contrast appears between molecules which are distinct particles made up of distinct ingredients and waves which are statistical sets of indistinguishable wavelets. The Grassmann theory of 1-forms makes it possible to build a topology of distinct subsets such as physical particles. And Grassmann extension can apply to the n-1-forms of current density, making it possible to build a topology of indistinguishable subsets which obey the wave equation 15 . These two topologies coexist and their coexistence can correspond to the active coexistence of causality order and sense order.
The non-discrete topology relating to thermodynamic wave phenomena allows an interaction with discrete topologies relating to particles. This interaction influences the creation and evolution of the topological structures of discrete particles. This corresponds to the idea of Prigogine on the emergence of the dissipative structures.
In this way, in the living cell, the supra-mechanism joining together causality order and sense order may also be understood through the theory of extension. This theory indeed combines the two methods, analytical and synthetic, applicable to these topologies.
The Assumption on a Phase Shift within Psychic Energies
Psychical Energy and the Extensive Character
The two dependent forms of psychic energy are moving forces and potential, or attitude. Through the background structure of the physical vacuum, psychical moving forces could be related with biological moving forces. According to Jung, they have also an extensive character to which is joined an imaginary mass, noted for example i.m. It appears possible that such an imaginary mass could fasten physically to bosons moving in the extracellular medium. This can generate a topologicalstructure of discrete particles, able to affect the local structure of the medium with a character, (Montagnier, 2010, [69] ). In its turn, under certain conditions of reiteration and magnetic environment, this character could become a symbol which causes there an archetypal image to be. The latter should naturally apply to the psychic potential, (or attitude), of the cell.
Physical Phase Shifts due to Fluxions
The most powerful method of investigation that humanity has achieved, the infinitesimal analysis, was born in Newton's mind from his consideration of fluxions 16 [70] . These fluxions relate to the variations of flows, or currents, including electric currents.
When a voltage v is applied to the ends of an inductor L, the flow of the electrical current i has a fluxion noted di/dt. This fluxion produces a counter-potential at the ends of the inductor, noted d d V L i t  , which delays the current flow i: The inductive magnetic effect of an inductor makes the current i tend to be physically delayed with respect to the applied tension V. On the other hand, when a current i passes to a capacitor C, the flow of voltage V to its terminals presents a fluxion noted d d V t . This fluxion is proportional to the circulating current i, according to
. The capacitive electric effect of a capacitor thus makes the electrical current tend to be physically in advance of the tension.
The Narrow Psychophysical Parallel
The existence of a narrow psychophysical parallel is attested by Leibniz, Jung and many others. It could be due to the constituent relationship which was established at the origin between the inorganic world and the organic world, and between the organic world and the psychic world, for a simple law of energy economy [71] . It is assumed that this parallel applies between physical electric phase shifts resulting from fluxions, and psychic energy phase shifts resulting from perception modes.
That which Engenders Results from a Dialectic of Opposites
The philosopher Hegel affirmed that any magnet shows the nature of polarity in a simple and naive way [72] . 16 Fluxion is the word Isaac Newton chose in 1665, to name what is the instantaneous rate of change within a quantity which runs according to a flow. This fluxion is involved in the infinitesimal calculus which makes it possible to find the fluxion of a given flow, as well to find the flow of a given fluxion. Thereafter Leibniz called flow the function f and fluxion the derivative d, thus opening to science the general topic of the finite-infinitesimal contrast. When philosophers like Bergson [16] , insisted nevertheless on using the word fluxion, it was because it implies the considerable efforts which have being carried out towards, and in, the unconscious psyche of Newton, before bringing from it the formidable rational tool which is the infinitesimal calculus. 15 The wave equation, produced for the electron by PAM Dirac in 1928, combined relativity with quantum mechanics. It related the magnetic moment to the angular momentum ascribed to a spinning motion.
Behind its simple appearance, magnet bipolarity reflects an original duality. This duality is dynamic and that dynamic makes it possible for nature be the principle which engenders. The philosophy of nature holds a fundamental idea here. As the mathematical theory of Grassmann was partially founded upon this philosophy of nature, it had to include the idea that the natural principle which engenders results from a dialectic of contrasts, or opposites. The same concept also appears as fundamental in the psychologies of Freud followed by Jung. In this way unconscious nature with an objective horizon is always made up of complementary pairs of opposites. And a thing can exist psychically in the world only if it is present with its opposite, which implies a psychic energy of relation.
The Three Phases of the Psychic Energy of Relation
According to the fundamental idea recalled by Hegel about the example of the magnet, Schelling, in his philosophy of nature, (1800, [73] ) had thus observed in nature a magnetic active phase which corresponds directly to what the magnet bipolarity conceals. Schelling said this magnetic phase has a psychobiological effect which is sensitivity to figures. This sensitivity should result from a suggestion effect, arising from the force of imagination 17 linked itself to the dynamic concept of opposition, (ego/non-ego, being/non-being, reflection/projection) [74] . In the thing's natural state, the suggestion effect should result in an unconscious tendency to harmonization with what is the case.
Schelling also observed a second active phase in god agreement with the same opposition principle. It is the electric phase which draws its generating capacity from the existence of two opposed electricities, resinous, (negative), and vitreous, (positive). This electric phase should cause an automatic excitation, or irritability, as biologically shown in 1791 by Galvani [75] .
These two active phases in perception, biomagnetic sensitivity and bioelectric irritability, address a receptive, or passive, phase, resistance or inertia.
Cell Status
Cell status can be determined starting from these three phases. Cell state is defined classically as the overall activation level which modulates the signaling paths, in order to ensure the cell's adaptation to its environmental fluctuations. Such a definition is more complete if the cellular psychic energy with its due temporality is included.
Temporality of the Three Phases of Psychical Energy
1) The psychic energy phase which results from sensitiveity is defined as biomagnetic. Application of the psychophysical parallel endows the biomagnetic phase with a psychic potential which is ahead of moving activation forces. The cell attitude is then in advance of the psychic moving forces which are linked to the mediators' activetion forces relating to signaling pathways.
2) The psychic energy phase which results from irritability is defined as bioelectric, or galvanic. The application of the psychophysical parallel endows the bioelectric phase with a psychic potential, (i.e. a sum of being + non-being that becomes an overall attitude), which is late behind the real currents of activation forces: The galvanic excitation propagates over the field of psychic forces of activation without immediately affecting the cellular attitude.
3) The psychic energy phase which is receptive, or passive, makes these moving forces systematically encounter resistance. This resistance, or inertia principle, should aim to return excitation to level zero, as Freud stipulated [76] . Freud said it was as if any organism, cellular or not, sought to return to an inorganic level.
4) So the temporality of the three phases of the cellular psychic energy presents a dialectical polarization between past and future. As in the case of electric circuits, this temporality can be manifested as the appearance of a phase shift between potential status and moving forces. Its dynamic is fastened to the principle which engenders the actions.
The phase shift angle Φ can be represented geometrically, in a very similar way to the representations of physics. It is stated that in the Argand-Gauss complex plane, the axis "i", (which is in fact the axis of -1 ), is the "imaginary" axis which carries the pure psychic potential and its temporality, late or early. Perpendicular to it is the "real" axis which carries the currents of activetion forces associated with the psychic moving forces. Figure 5 shows then that the temporal difference between sensitivity and irritability in cellular perception results in opposite phase shifts, +Φ and -Φ'.
5) It follows from the psychophysical parallel that the three phases of the psychic energy could be respective with the three bioelectromagnetic phases of the cell exchanges. As the three basic components of the atoms are the protons, the electrons and the neutrons, the three phases of the psychic energy can be referred logically to the exchanges, or to the moving structures, of these three kinds of physical particles. 
Proton Exchange and Biomagnetic Psychic Phase
It is assumed that the protons exchange and structure correspond to the "magnetic phase" of the bioelectromagnetic energy relation. Protons are linked to the relative acidity of the medium which is measured by a pH that seems to be independent of the magnetic field. But it is possible to observe that the magnetization of water involves a slight alkalinization. This is explained by coalescence plus a degasification effect which is a proton consumer. In addition, the paramagnetism 18 of hydrated protons in the aqueous medium is structurally sensitive to the applied magnetic field. As a result, cellular perception of this aqueous structure can have an effect on cell attitude [8] .
Biomagnetic perception causes a potential of advanced waves. While binding to the psychic structure of the cellular unconscious, this potential corresponds to the same principle of the force of imagination which produces a suggestion. As a matter of fact, the suggestion effect has a magnetic analogy which had already been announced by Paracelse, (1603, [79]): "Suggestion gives to man a capacity similar to that of the magnet on iron." The effect of suggestion results in a change in psychic attitude which is already present before any change in moving forces. In that case, cell attitude moves ahead of moving forces.
Electron Exchange and Bioelectric Psychic Phase
It is assumed that electron exchange corresponds to the "electric phase" of the bioelectromagnetic relation energy. An essential element within life processes, electron exchange corresponds to oxidations, (electron losses), or reductions (electron gain). This oxidation-reduction is measured by the redox potential, and more precisely by the redox which is a function of pH, that is the rH2 19 . Antioxidant agents buffer the redox state. They also bring in the cell information able to activate the components of the signaling paths which are accorded to redox signaling [80] .
Bioelectric, or galvanic, perception causes forces with delayed waves. While binding to the psychic moving forces of the cellular unconscious, it corresponds to the 18 Paramagnetism corresponds to a magnetization in the same direction as the applied magnetic field: as the rotation axis of the H + proton is that of revolving electricity, it is also a magnetic axis which follows the applied magnetic field. However, the hydrogen bonds which ensure the structure of water have defects, with an excess proton, H 3 O + , or lacking a proton, OH-, forming chains. The structuring of these aqueous conducting chains has been shown to be sensitive to a magnetic field, [77, 78] . 19 rH2 and Redox: potential the relation between the rH2, the pH and the Redox potential E is given by the Nernst formula: E = 0.03 (rH2 -2 pH). The rH2 is measured from zero to 56, average 28. For rH2 = 0, a completely reduced state, there is solution overloaded in electrons. For rH2 = 56, the solution is completely oxidized. same principle of excitation, (or irritability).
Thus the bioelectric currents which, however, consist of ion flows are involved in the cellular dynamics. They are involved in the healing of wounds and tissue regeneration, as well as in the directional movement of cells known as galvanotaxis. Cells can respond by a movement in electric fields too weak to act mechanically on them but having an indirect effect on intracellular calcium level, (Ca 2+ ) i [81] . This effect is necessarily due to a bioelectric perception of the cells' external medium making them actively excited. This fact can be explained by psychic moving forces acting upon activation forces of mediators of the calcium signalsome. Another example is leucocyte chemotaxis: these white cells manage to leave the blood by migrating through junctions of the endothelials cells, to move towards inflammatory sites where they are attracted by exciting factors [82] . On this occasion, but after an incubation time which corresponds to the delay in their psychic potential on moving forces, these leucocytes can change their form and function and become macrophages.
Another example is inhalation of air negative ions, (of O 2 -type), by animal organisms. Little by little this inhalation of electricity in the air comes to stimulate the antidiuretic hormone, or vasopressine, which appeared contradictory to the fast diuretic effect of negative ions. Olivereau, (1973, [83] ) showed that the equivalent of an exciting perception acts at once and produces a diuretic effect, while variation of the unconscious psychic structure on the hypothalamus level needs around twenty days of daily treatments to compensate and bring back diuresis to its normal value. Métadier, (1978, [84] ) added that this slow rebalancing is characteristic of the bioelectric, (or galvanic), secondary action of negative ion inhalation. Its possible progressive integration in the psychic potential thus lags behind the psychic moving forces.
Roles of Neutrons and Receptive Phase
In atoms, the role of neutrons is mainly to form couples called nucleons within the atomic nuclei with protons. Their receptive role is not an exchange role but a buffer role which dampens the wave fluctuations. What could correspond at the cellular psychology level is the recaptive, or passive, phase of unconscious energetics whose general role is resistance to change. It happens physically by means of a damping of any stimulation waves, through inertia, gravity and medium viscosity.
In psychology, in 1895, Freud [76] , had perfectly observed a psychobiological resistance which must be broken during psychotherapy in order to reveal the hidden conflicts. In Freud's opinion, the biological material of this resistance was what corresponds to the nature of sexual energy. But more generally the resistance suitable for life in general could be that of the receptive phase of unconscious psychic energy. As in physics, this psychic resistance is exerted at the present time.
Electromagnetic Modulation of the Psychic Phase Shift of the Cell
After exposure to defined electric and magnetic fields, the structure of the extracellular aqueous medium may be changed so that a theoretical change of temporal phase shift can appear in cellular psychology. This phase shift exists in the energetics between psychic potential and moving forces. It can be represented in the Argand-Gauss complex plane, as shown in Figure 6 . With a different phase shift angle Φ the event perception in the being-envelope will translate into a different variation in sense order. So a modulation of the temporal phase-shift angle may change the cell's state and attitude. A progressive change in the life of a cell belonging to a lesion site or an injured tissue could be pulled in a therapeutic direction, by means of medium exposure to electric and magnetic fields having specific waveforms.
Because of the existence of a temporal phase shift Φ between an imaginary potential and real moving forces, there are always certain frequencies and waveforms which will have a better result than others under experimental conditions. This means that the idea of allotting more effective frequencies to the effect of a technical resonance, (such as cyclotronic resonance [85] ), cannot always be confirmed by the experimental facts.
Resonance
On the other hand it can be useful to discover what kind of magnetic or electromagnetic wave forms may support resonance in cellular psychology, depending on cell varieties. When the compensation of advances and delays between attitude and forces leads to a null phase shift, psychic forces may become entirely real, as showed in 
The Event and the Felt Space
The Proximity and the Felt Space
According to Husserl, Phenomenology [86] , the domain of the constitution of the flesh is proximity. This philosophical idea becomes clear since proximity is a concept relating to the active presence of the bodily unconscious in a place where the flesh already knows it is a body, as Merleau-Ponty suggested [41] . What is felt remotely through the extension property of the organism can participate in this proximity, as Husserl specified. Proximity can thus be a depth which can be perceived by any organism, even unicellular. Depth is perceived with the help of the temporal thickness t which is the main line of the event x^y^z^t. Depth is made tangible for an organism through its gesture, (-taxis), or through the kind of mechanical vibrations which reach it [87] .
According to Art sciences, a felt space is a space which forms an event in the individual proximity. When Cézanne, while painting Mount Sainte-Victoire, said: "If I move just a little, I will have months more of work!" at the distance from which he was painting, a few steps to the side could not have changed anything in the shape of the mountain. But the felt space of a landscape can be strongly redefined by a small variation in angular position. This means that the aesthetic felt space is of another kind than shape and escapes from any geometry, because of the nature of proximity which is linked to bodily unconscious. For the painter felt space is an event whose conditions (of constitution and perception) can be the very object of the painting [88] .
It is not every mountain that offers a vision that becomes an event in the proximity of the organism. It has to fill an inherent emptiness, as the French philosopher Barbaras, the successor of Merleau-Ponty, observed [89] . Mount Sainte-Victoire appeals sensitivity to adjust itself to the meaning of the mountain, because it returns its observer to the inherent enigma of life 20 [90] . Thus any esthetic event coming from the environment can only be felt as a response to the inherent emptiness of an organism's nature.
For a cellular organism, this idea could be biologically translated as follows: The topological structure of the intermolecular aqueous space forms an event when the 4D extension of the cell's magnitudes acts as a non-being on the unconscious potential and thus modulates the sense order which is accorded to the cell's state. The condition of this event is that the structure of non-being should fill something in the inherent emptiness of the living being. Such an idea can apply to medical physiotherapy.
Cellular Stimulation
Events whose framework results from a medium exposure to a magnetic field, MF, or an electromagnetic field, EMF, are not simply due to the causality of mechanical impacts on the membrane's curvature and receptor levels. There is also a mechanical impact on the topological structure of the aqueous extracellular medium, whose possible effect is to redefine the external space the cell can feel through its extension property. The impact of an event upon sense order exists only when it fills something in the inherent emptiness of the living cell. This inherent emptiness seems to be amplified in cells be- 20 Life's inherent enigma is this extra factor which makes the difference between the structure of interaction forces in the intermolecular physical vacuum and what can be still be called the ether. Sense order being the terrain where the activation forces due to causality order are growing, it follows that a change in the event framework leads to a variation in sense order so that an overall stress is exerted on the moving forces and thus on the intracellular chemical routines which result. In this way, little by little, in session after session of MF or EMF stimulation, everything that is perceived is passed, through repetition, to bodily unconscious. This way an effective and durable change in cellular behavior could be induced in a therapeutic direction.
A Biological Field of Application
The physicist agrees with the anti-symmetry of the bivector in the Grassmann theory, noted as: x y y     x, when he considers the natural anti-symmetry: matter is a system of complex waves which is never completely symmetrized by the ordinary reflection that imagesymmetry can offer. It follows that any system must evolve, confronted by a double problem of harmony and melody [91] .
The harmony problem concerns coherence in parallel with the wave system. The melody problem concerns coherence in series, along the thread of history. Any event tends to vary the chord, which can result in a contribution or loss of coherence. This phenomenon is involved in biology, as it is involved in thermodynamics and electromagnetism.
The exposure to a magnetic field, MF, of an aqueous medium tends to make its topological structure vary [8] .
There physically results a reduction in impurities by flocculation, and a reduction in the medium topological viscosity [92] . If the medium is an extracellular medium, such an event may bring about a contribution or loss of coherence within the cells, according to their type, state and condition.
On the other hand, the cells which thrive in a viscous and charged medium undergo a loss of coherence after a magnetic exposure of their aqueous medium. The fact is that these cells are generally those of pathogenic microbes, whose population density can thereby be reduced. Conversely, applying MF to some lesion sites tends for the same reasons to bring about coherence in the cells, supporting the therapeutic action [93] .
The suggestion effect which results from biomagnetism by a magnetic field can strongly affect the attitude of in vitro cultured neurons: after 15 min of exposure under a static MF of 2000 Gauss, human neurons FNC-B4 show a spectacular change of morphology, in a coherent manner, with induction of remodeling and differentiation, as Pacini observed, (1999, [94] ). More generally, the MF and EMF bioeffects depend on the type, state and condition of the cells. They are less spectacular for collective or aggregated cells, such as cells arranged in rows.
Example 1: The Reduction of the Populations of Various Pathogenic Microbial Agents
While acting on the structure of extracellular space, MF has effects on the microbial populations. Microbial vital space is generally in neutral to alkaline pH, and slightly reduced rH2. For example the staphylococcus lives at its best in pH = 7.3, rH2 = 19 and Bacterium Coli in pH = 7.3, rH2 = 15 [95] . The MF exposure of a culture creates a stimulation which often produces biphasic effects. For example there is an increased growth of the population of the staphylococci over a few hours, followed by a decrease, and finally by a re-normalization [96] . On the other hand the population of saccharomyces present in orange juice is reduced by 25,000 cells per ml at 6, after magnetizing. Hofmann, (1985, [97] ), observed that these effects of MF on the microbial populations depend on the MF waveform and intensity, as well as on properties (electric resistivity Rô, thickness, etc.) of the food containing the microbes. The low resistivity Rô supports the presence and the resistance of their populations.
Example 2: The Repair of Injured Tissues
Cartilage cells, called chondrocytes, occur at scattered sites through the cartilage which is composed of a dense network of collagen fibres embedded in a firm, gelatinous ground substance. The exposure to EMF during 24 h of a collagen gel with its living chondrocytes resulted in a gel which had already become more hydrophobic and less suitable for enzymatic degradation. After three weeks of exposure, Chang, (2009, [98] ), observed an accentuated chondrocyte proliferation associated with a lower production of glycasaminoglycan, GAG, as well as a reinforced gene expression, mARN, for aggrecan and collagen. So the exposure time to EMF changes the effect.
In the stimulation by EMF of two antioxidant enzymes, (superoxide dismutase and glutathion peroxidase) in the rat, the bioeffect also varies according to the time of exposure. The antioxidant activity increases during the first week then re-normalizes after three weeks of exposure, Artenie, (2007, [99] ) indicated. Because the Chang and Hofmann results relate to cells cultured in a given medium and not to complex organisms like rats, it is possible to say that the change of antioxidant bioeffect after exposure to EMF happened initially at the level of the cell psychic energetics, and not at the level of the sympathetic nervous system of the rat organism.
Many studies indicate that stimulation of the cells of injured tissues by pulsed EMF can produce anti-inflammatory and analgesics effects. But that is not always true. Thus Aktas, (2007, [100] ) did not obtain any improvement in the "subacromial impingement syndrome" after treatment by exposure to PEMF. To explain his failure, Aktas noticed that no known optimal dosimetry exists for pulsed EMF treatments in the range from 2 to 100 Gauss, 1 to 100 Hertz, daily sessions of 1/2 to 1 h, during 1 to 3 weeks. His choice of pulsed EMF signal, (30 Gauss, 50 Hertz, with unknown waveform), proved only to be inadequate to repair the studied type of injured tissue.
Cellular Resistance
Detailed descriptions by patients showed the existence of some "cellular resistance" which rises after some sessions to oppose the dictation of the applied PEMF treatment. It also appears during animals' treatment, as De Mattei (2007, [101] ) observed. To stop the genetically irreversible evolution of the articular cartilage in the old Dunkin-Hartley pigs, the chondrocytes stimulation by PEMF must be important in duration, and to be lengthily and patiently repeated, because a cellular resistance opposes the dictating of the treatment. Insofar as the most elementary psychic material is the feeling, cells have probably a psychic part which is an elementary material unconscious. This way, the evolutionary change under dictation of a repeated event, is not done without a natural attempt to get back to the previous order, because material unconscious is former to the present cell status with its molecules organization [10] . In that way, topological nuances which integrated the being-envelope during PEMF treatment meet consist of a temporal thickness. Within this temporal thickness the constant modulation of the signalsome ensures all at the same time both the cell endurance and its possible adaptation to the changing world. Temporal thickness is what allows the organism to be enduring, rising all at the same time both a resistance to events dictation and an adaptation faculty.
Conclusions
It is assumed that any living cell has a psychic energy which consists of psychic potential and moving forces. The psychic potential corresponds to the cell attitude, (or its condition, its bio-availability). As it is a (being + nonbeing) sum, it therefore depends on the physiopathologycal state of the tissue as well as on local medium conditions. Within the energetics of the cell, a temporal phase shift can frequently exist between psychic potential and moving forces. When the psychic potential is not in line with moving forces, their action upon physical activation forces is less effective.
It is assumed that this temporal phase shift within psychic energy is logically modulated by the perception of an event which is permitted by the extension property of the cell. A structural variation in the extracellular medium can result from its exposure to an electromagnetic signal. The resulting event is then defined as a Grassmann number, x^y^z^t, where the cell's temporal thickness t is the main extension line.
It is assumed that the perceived event includes two active phases which are suggestion, (biomagnetic phase), and excitation, (bioelectric phase). Suggestion pushes psychic potential ahead of psychic moving forces. Conversely, excitation pushes psychic forces ahead of psychic potential, or attitude.
In addition, the reiteration of the signal waveform, according to the reiterated wave trains, can give a particular character to the structure of the medium. This character is assumed to be transferred with the unconscious psychic energy conversions. In relation to the life and sense archetype, this could bring about sense contribution in the life of the cell.
It would be through this qualitative trilogy, (suggestion, excitation, character), that the stimulation of specific cells by means of exposure to any electromagnetic signal offers no certainty of bioeffects. A given physiopathological state can be treated effectively only if the waveform of the applied EMF tends to reduce the existing phase shift in the cellular psychic energy, and to bring about sense within it: exposure of injured tissue to such a good specific waveform appears necessary to achieve success with treatments by MF, or pulsed EMF.
